PREFACE

Dear readers,

You are looking at a new, 11th issue of the Proceedings of the teaching staff of Islamic Pedagogical Faculty of the University of Zenica. This issue is a contribution to our great effort to preserve the ongoing publication of the Proceedings, which, along with high quality papers that are published and the respect and application of modern publishing standards, gained the status of a respectable serial publication and a place in CEEOL and EBSCO databases.

In this issue, we present eighteen new papers, which are by its subject matter classified in the following scientific-research fields: Religious studies, Social research, Islamic thought and civilization, Quality management in religious education and Language and literature. We hope that these topics and research results will be interesting and useful to a reading audience and will serve as a stimulus for further thinking and new research.

We want to express our sincere gratitude to all the authors, without whose efforts there would not be a new issue, to our respected reviewers on an objective assessment of the papers and to all others who have contributed their efforts for preserving the quality of the Proceedings and for the publication of the 11th issue.
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